
Dynamic Character

What is a dynamic character? Here’s a quick and simple definition:

A dynamic character undergoes substantial internal changes
as a result of one or more plot developments. The dynamic
character's change can be extreme or subtle, as long as his
or her development is important to the book's plot or
themes. For instance, at the beginning of To Kill a
Mockingbird the main character, Scout, is a young girl who,
like most young kids, is generally self-focused and lacking in
empathy, as evidenced by her voyeuristic curiosity in her
strange neighbor Boo Radley. By the end of the novel, after
seeing the impact of poverty, racism, and other injustices,
she has grown and is able to see the world from Boo
Radley's point of view.

Some additional key details about dynamic characters:

• The change a dynamic character undergoes will likely not be
stated outright. Most often, these changes are implied by the
altered behavior or speech of the dynamic character, so spotting
them requires careful analysis.

• Protagonists, antagonists, and other minor characters can all be
dynamic characters, and a story can contain more than one
dynamic character.

• The opposite of a dynamic character is a static character: one who
does not change over the course of the story. Static characters
often serve to highlight the changes undergone by a dynamic
character.

• Dynamic characters are not necessarily exciting characters, as the
term might lead one to believe. The word "dynamic" here simply
refers to the changes that occur within the character, and not their
personality traits.

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactter Prer Pronunciaonunciationtion
Here's how to pronounce dynamic character: dye-namnam-ick kkarar-ick-ter

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactterers in Deps in Depthth
The host of the radio show (and podcast) "This American Life," Ira
Glass, is a master storyteller who is known to give preference to
stories in which the main character undergoes some sort of change as
a consequence of the story's events. In other words, one of his
primary criteria in identifying good stories is: are at least some of the
characters dynamic? Dynamic characters are widely thought to be a
key ingredient in crafting compelling narratives, because they make
the audience more invested—not only in the arc of the storyline, but
in the arc of a character's development.

If you take a look at the LitCharts entry on plot, you'll quickly notice
that many of the most common plot structures used in literature
depend on the main character undergoing some type of growth or
transformation as a consequence of their experiences (such as the
coming of age story). In other words, these plots rely on the main
character being dynamic.

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactterers vs. Ss vs. Sttaatic Chartic Characacttererss

Learning to spot a dynamic character is much easier when you
understand its opposite, the static character:

• A ssttaatic chartic characactterer does not change his or her morals, behavior, or
ideas over the course of a story—or they change very little. A static
character's emotions, personality, and psychology will be the
same at the end of a story as they are at its beginning. Villains are
typically static characters—evil at the outset, evil until their last
breath.

It's important to note that static characters are not necessarily one-
dimensional, unrealistic, or ultra-simplistic (that's what's known as a
"flat character"). On the contrary, static characters can still be
interesting and complex—they simply don't undergo internal
transformations or changes over the course of a story, as a dynamic
character does.

HoHow tw to Spoo Spot a Dynamic Chart a Dynamic Characactterer

Sometimes it can be hard to tell whether a character is dynamic—or
simply well-written, lifelike, or complex. Here are a few things to look
for when trying to determine if a story contains a dynamic character:

1. Does the charDoes the characactter fer feel diffeel differerently about him or herently about him or herselfself?? The
changes a dynamic character experiences are not merely external
changes, or changes in the conditions they finds themselves in.
Rather, the difference must be internal: a new insight into the
world, a deeper understanding of themselves, a shift in values,
etc. They might see themselves or others differently than they did
at the beginning of the story.

2. Do oDo otherthers see the chars see the characactter differ differerently?ently? This isn't a surefire way
of determining whether a character has grown or undergone a
change, but if a character begins to be treated differently by other
characters, it may be a sign that something about them has
changed.

3. Is the charIs the characactter'er's envirs environment shaping him or her?onment shaping him or her? In the book
and film The Martian, the protagonist is an astronaut who finds
himself stranded on Mars and attempts to grow crops in order to
stay alive. He is a strong, humorous character, and while his
emotions might change depending upon his circumstances,
successes and failures, his overall personality and outlook does
not change in the film. He is a static character who changes his
environment, and not the other way around.
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4. WhaWhat art are the re the reperepercussions of the scussions of the sttorory'y's primars primary cy confliconflictt??
Oftentimes, one or more characters will be altered by a story's
primary conflict—either along the way, or by its outcome. But
there are plenty of cases in which characters seem to remain
unchanged—resolute in their beliefs, values, and desires. Paying
close attention to the effect that a story's primary conflict has on
each character can often help clear up confusion about which
ones are dynamic.

5. Has the charHas the characactter underer underggone a physicone a physical tral transfansformaormationtion??
Although physical transformations (such as aging, or getting a
makeover) don't in and of themselves make a character dynamic,
they're often a symbolic indication that something has occurred
internally for the character. At the end of the movie Grease, for
instance, Sandy (who's known by everyone to be a straight-laced
goody two-shoes) shows up with a new, hard-edged outfit and
hair-do. It's often criticized as a superficial ending to the love
story, but it can be read as a sign that Sandy sees herself
differently, or is willing to make compromises for love that she
wasn't originally.

It's worth noting that sometimes new information is revealed about a
character in the middle of the story—that they have a shady past or
are secretly a prince, for instance. Such new information don't
necessarily mean that they've undergone a change in the course of
the story, even if the revelation changes the way the reader or other
characters perceive the character. Only genuine internal change can
make a character dynamic.

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactter vs. Rer vs. Round Charound Characactterer

In his book Aspects of the Novel, E. M. Forester coined the term
"round character," a term now widely used to describe complex and
realistic characters. The term round character is often used
interchangeably with dynamic character, but this is a mistake. There
are important differences between the two.

• A rround charound characactterer is a character that seems realistic because they
have both good and bad qualities, complex motivations for their
actions, and conflicting desires. As the story develops and more
details are revealed about a round character, he or she tends to
seem increasingly complex and nuanced. Round characters are
known to contain contradictions, act unpredictably, or change
their minds about things—much like real people.

The important difference between a round character and a dynamic
character is that a round character can remain unchanged at the end
of a story, whereas, a dynamic character must experience some kind
of internal change.

The best way to understand dynamic characters is to look at a few
examples from literature. While a protagonist is most frequently the

dynamic character in a story, any character—including an antagonist
or any other minor character—is capable of being a dynamic
character. And many stories contain more than one dynamic
character.

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactter in Henrer in Henry James'y James' Daisy MillerDaisy Miller
In Daisy Miller, Two American expatriates, Frederick Winterbourne
and Annie "Daisy" Miller, meet in Switzerland. Winterbourne is taken
with Daisy and attempts to court her, but after he gets to know her he
comes to the conclusion that she's a frivolous girl and a flirt. Even so,
Winterbourne can't help but remain intrigued by Daisy when they run
into each other again in Italy, where Daisy has become intimate with a
young Italian man from a lower-class background. Winterbourne
chastises Daisy for her behavior, which he sees as improper. A few
days after Winterbourne rebukes her, Daisy falls ill and eventually
dies, causing Winterbourne to question his harshness, and to regret
how quickly he dismissed Daisy.

Daisy's character does not change in any substantial way over the
course of the book; she's a free spirit who maintains her disregard for
social norms from beginning to end—so she would be considered a
static character. Winterbourne, on the other hand, reevaluates his
preconceived notions about world in the aftermath of Daisy's death,
so he is a dynamic character.

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactterers in Ts in Toni Morrison'oni Morrison'ss The BluesThe Bluest Et Eyyee
Morrison's The Bluest Eye tells the story of Pecola, a young black girl
who believes she is ugly and is abused and raped by her father.
Pecola goes to live with the family of another girl, named Claudia, but
she continues to be mistreated by classmates, adults, and others. The
story is told from Claudia's perspective, but switches intermittently
from her perspective as a child to her perspective as an adult, looking
back on her life. As a child, Claudia doesn't fully comprehend the
impact that racism has on her and the other young, black girls in her
community. But as an adult, Claudia thinks she understands why
people in her community were so cruel toward Pecola: they saw her
pain and used her as a scapegoat to feel better about themselves. By
the end of the story, Pecola has gone mad, and believes that she has
finally received the blue eyes she has always wanted.

Claudia and Pecola are both dynamic characters. The changes
Claudia goes through are highlighted by the shifts in Claiudia's
childhood to adult perspective that take place throughout the book,
giving the reader contrasting views of her innocence and naïvety as a
child, to her wisdom and awareness as an adult. The changes
Pecola's character goes through function in another way: the pain
and cruelty she endures over the course of the book drive her to
madness.

Dynamic CharDynamic Characactter in John Updiker in John Updike'e's "s "A&P"A&P"

In the short story A&P, a young cashier named Sammy watches a
group of young women walk into the grocery story where he works.
All of the women are wearing swimsuits, and Sammy watches them
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walk up and down the aisle. The store manager eventually asks the
women not to come back to the grocery store without clothes on over
their swimsuits, causing them to blush and look ashamed. Watching
the interaction, Sammy grows angry. Wanting to impress the women,
he stands up for them and quits, right there on the spot. But even
after the women have left and are no longer within earshot, Sammy
follows through on the threat and quits his job. The reader knows that
this is a moment of change for Sammy, although the story is too short
to have a clear understanding of how profound the change will be.
Sammy concludes by saying "...my stomach kind of fell as I felt how
hard the world was going to be to me hereafter."

Although the precise nature and outcome of Sammy's transformative
experience can be debated, it's clear that he is a dynamic character
because he is shaped and moved by his environment. He had no
intention of quitting until the story's primary conflict took place (with
the manager scolding of the group of women), and after quitting he
has a new understanding of the harshness of the world and his own
precarious place within it.

There are variety of reasons a writer might include a dynamic
character in a story. Here are a few of the most common ones:

• A dynamic character can make a story feel more realistic. The
majority of people change (a lot!) over the course of their lives, so
dynamic characters are often more sympathetic or relatable than
static characters.

• A dynamic character can show how life experiences (especially
adverse ones) can create change and build character.

• The changes a character undergoes are not just part of character
development, but can move the plot forward as well, setting new
conflicts into motion or resolving old ones.

• Having a character undergo changes can be revealing about who
the character really is, what they value, and how they respond to
conflict.

• The DicThe Dictionartionary Definition fy Definition for Dynamic Charor Dynamic Characactterer:: A very brief
definition of the term.

• The Wikipedia PThe Wikipedia Pagage fe for Charor Characactterer:: One, very brief section in this
entry compares dynamic and static characters.

• Dynamic CharDynamic Characactterers on Ys on YououTTubeube:: This video explains the
difference between dynamic and static characters.
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